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Abstract

The effect of the reconnection rate on the generation of Alfvén wave energy is systematically
investigated using Hall magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). It is well known that a decrease in
magnetic energy is proportional to the reconnection rate. It is found that an instantaneous
increase in Alfvén wave energy in unit Alfvén time is the square dependence on the reconnection
rate. The converted Alfvén wave energy is strongly enhanced due to the large increase in the
reconnection rate in Hall MHD. For solar-terrestrial plasmas, the maximum converted Alfvén
wave energy in unit Alfvén time with the Hall effect can be over 50 times higher than that
without the Hall effect during magnetic reconnection.
Keywords: magnetic reconnection, Alfvén wave energy, Hall effect
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
a force-free magnetic ﬁeld [7] and magnetic reconnection
with a guiding ﬁeld [8]. Yamada et al [9] investigated energy
conversion in the magnetic reconnection layer and found that
50% of the magnetic energy was converted into particle
energy, 1/3 of which transferred to electrons and 2/3 to ions.
The Hall effect is regarded as an effective mechanism for
driving fast magnetic reconnection [10–12]. The corresponding Hall ﬁeld structure has been identiﬁed in numerical
simulations, spacecraft observations, and experimental measurements [13–18]. Wang et al [19] have analytically and
numerically analyzed the scaling of the forced reconnection
within the framework of Hall MHD. This scaling law was
conﬁrmed by later work [20]. The dynamics of the current
layer and the role of the Hall quadrupolar magnetic ﬁeld in
fast magnetic reconnection have been explored in large-scale
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [21]. Le et al [22] predicted
the magnitude of the Hall ﬁeld with a two-dimensional (2D)
PIC code during the magnetic reconnection process. However, fast reconnection can be achieved without the Hall effect
for an electron–positron plasma [23, 24], and the reconnection
rate is signiﬁcantly enhanced due to plasmoid instability in
the MHD simulation with a high Lundquist number [25, 26].
In Hall MHD, the whole system can be divided into three
different regions: ideal, Hall, and resistive regions. The ideal
region is much larger than the Hall region with the di scale.
The resistive region is the smallest. Therefore, the Alfvén

1. Introduction
Magnetic reconnection occurs in space and laboratory plasmas. During the reconnection process, the magnetic energy is
converted into kinetic and thermal energies, accompanied by
the transport of mass, momentum, and energy between the
two sides of the central current sheet. During magnetic
reconnection, different kinds of plasma waves are generated.
In the framework of compressible magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD), magnetic reconnection will excite sonic, Alfvén, and
magnetosonic waves. The Alfvén wave plays a crucial role in
magnetic reconnection. In the outﬂow region or the ideal
MHD region, the ejected velocity of the reconnected magnetic
ﬂux must be less than the local Alfvén velocity because of the
frozen-in condition, which suggests that the Alfvén wave
controls the rate of the magnetic reconnection. With the
inclusion of the Hall effect in MHD, the whistler wave can be
generated [1].
Over the past few decades, many researchers have
focused on the energy release during magnetic reconnection
in many eruptive phenomena like solar ﬂares and Earth’s
magnetospheric substorms [2–5]. Energy release within the
solar environment has been analyzed with viscous-resistive
compressible MHD equations for three different magnetic
reconnection regimes [6]. Plasma heating and energy release
were discussed in terms of forced magnetic reconnection with
1009-0630/17/105001+09$33.00
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Table 1. The ratio of the ion inertial length (di) to the thickness (a) for the Sweet–Parker current sheet in various plasmas. The parameters S,

L, and the plasma density are adopted from the parameters given in Ji and Daughton [29].
Location

L (m)

di (m)

a = L / S (m)

Plasma

S

Lab

MRX
ITER

3´
6 ´ 108

0.8
4

7.2 ´
2.3 ´ 10-2

1.5 ´
1.6 ´ 10-4

4.9
1.4 ´ 10 2

Solar system

Magnetopause
Magnetotail
Solar wind
Solar corona
Solar chromosphere

6 ´ 1013
4 ´ 1015
3 ´ 1012
1 ´ 1013
1 ´ 108

6 ´ 107
6 ´ 108
2 ´ 1010
1 ´ 107
1 ´ 107

7.2 ´ 10 4
4.2 ´ 10 5
8.6 ´ 10 4
7.2
7.2 ´ 10-1

7.8
9.5
1.2 ´ 10 4
3.2
1.0 ´ 10 3

9.3 ´ 10 3
4.4 ´ 10 4
7.5
2.3
7.2 ´ 10-4

Galaxy

Interstellar media

2 ´ 10 20

5 ´ 1019

7.2 ´ 10 5

3.5 ´ 109

2.0 ´ 10-4

10 3

10-2

10-2

d i /a

et al [34] obtained the Walen slope of ∼1 for FTEs relevant to
reconnection at the Earth’s dayside magnetopause. Wu and
Lee [35] investigated the Hall effect on the Walen relation
and found that the Hall dispersive effect may modify the
Walen relation for the observed Alfvén waves in solar wind
and at the magnetopause, but the modiﬁcation of the Walen
slope is small, which is consistent with the observations
[36, 37]. Therefore, we also use the Walen relation to
investigate the effect of magnetic reconnection on the conversion rate of Alfvén wave energy from magnetic energy
during the magnetic reconnection process in Hall MHD.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In section 2, Hall
MHD equations and a numerical model are presented.
Section 3 gives Hall MHD simulation results with different
ion inertial lengths. A summary and discussion are presented
in section 4.

wave not only plays a dominant role in the ideal region but
also affects the dynamic process in the inner region due to the
requirement of the matching condition for the solutions in
the two regions, although the Hall effect plays a crucial role
in the inner region. In this paper, fast reconnection results
from the Hall effect.
Whether the Hall effect should be considered or not
depends on the ratio of the ion inertial length di and the
Sweet–Parker current sheet thickness a [27, 28]. If we assume
that the plasma diffusion is only from the classical collision,
we have a = LS-1 2, where L and S are the system size and
the Lundquist number from Coulomb collisions, respectively.
Table 1 gives the ion inertial length di, the Sweet–Parker
current sheet thickness a, and the ratio (d i a ) in some
heliophysical and laboratory plasmas based on the parameters
given by Ji and Daughton [29]. It is clearly shown that the
Hall effect with d i a > 1 should not be ignored and will
strongly accelerate magnetic reconnection in most space and
laboratory plasmas.
Despite the long history of reconnection research, there is
no reliable method to evaluate the conversion rate from
magnetic energy into wave energy—particularly Alfvén wave
energy—in magnetic reconnection. Recently, a new method
has been proposed to estimate the magnitude of the Alfvén
wave energy generated during the magnetic reconnection
process [30]. The method contains two steps: (1) select the
spectral powers of the magnetic ﬁeld and plasma ﬂow perturbations in Fourier space; (2) determine the spatial distribution of the magnetic ﬁeld and ﬂow perturbations after the
inverse Fourier transformation. The magnetic ﬁeld and
plasma ﬂow perturbations associated with the Alfvén wave
should satisfy the Walen relation [31] in the normalized form
dB =  r dv. Strictly speaking, the Walen relation can be
used to examine sheared Alfvén waves only for uniform
resistive MHD plasma where all three types of the MHD
waves are separated well. Fortunately, many observation
results have indicated that the Walen relation still works well
for solar wind plasma and the Earth’s magnetospheric plasma.
The Wind spacecraft measurement of a reconnection event in
the GSE coordinates (x, y, z)=(32.6, −251.7, −3.8)RE (RE is
the radius of the Earth) indicates that the Walen relation is
valid [32]. The Walen test for a cluster observed plasmoid in
the high latitude region is very well satisﬁed also [33]. Phan

2. Simulation model
The compressible Hall MHD model is employed to analyze
the evolution of Alfvén wave energy in the presence of the
Hall effect during magnetic reconnection. The resistivity is
assumed to be uniform. Our simulations are conducted in the
2D domain -L x 2  x  L x 2, -Lz 2  z  Lz 2 and
the variations in the y direction are ignored, i.e. ¶ ¶y = 0.
Using B = y ´ y + By y (where y is the ﬂux function),
the Hall MHD equations employed in our simulations are
¶r
= - ⋅ (r v)
¶t
¶ (r v )
= - ⋅ [r vv + ( p + B2 2) I - BB]
¶t
¶y
= - v ⋅ y + Jy S + d i (J ´ B)y r
¶t
¶By
= - ⋅ (By v) + B ⋅ vy + 2By S
¶t
- d i { ´ [(J ´ B - p ) r ]}y

(1 )
(2 )
(3 )

(4 )

¶e
= - ⋅ Q
(5 )
¶t
where the energy density e and energy ﬂux Q in (5) are given
by
2
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(6 )

⎛ rv 2
gp ⎞
Q=⎜
+ B2 +
⎟ v - ( B ⋅ v) B + [h J + d i
⎝ 2
g - 1⎠
´ (J ´ B - p ) r ] ´ B
(7)

where, in equations (1)–(7), v , B, J, r, p, I are the plasma
velocity, magnetic ﬁeld, current density, plasma density,
thermal pressure and unit tensor, respectively. The variables
B, x , t , v , y, r, p are normalized as follows: B B0  B,
x a  x, t tA  t, v vA  v, y (B0 a )  y, r r0  r,
p (B02 4p )  p, where B0 is the initial asymptotic magnetic
ﬁeld strength, a = lB, and lB is the half-width of the
initial current sheet, tA = a vA is the Alfvénic time,
vA = B0 (4pr0 )1/2 is the Alfvén velocity, r0 is the initial
uniform plasma density, S = tR tA is the Lundquist number,
where tR = 4pa2 hc 2 , c is the speed of light, h is the resistivity, g = 5 3 is the ratio of the speciﬁc heat of the plasma.
The value of d i a represents the intensity of the Hall effect.
The initial equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld is given by
B = B0 tanh (z lB) xˆ

(8)

and the other components of the magnetic ﬁeld are zero
initially, that is, By = Bz = 0. The initial plasma velocity is
zero, i.e. vx = vy = vz = 0. The initial equilibrium is forcebalanced. The thermal pressure is obtained by solving the
equilibrium equations and is given by
p = (1 + b ) B02 2 - B 2 2

(9 )

where b is the plasma beta far away from the initial current
sheet, where we have assumed that the initial state is static.
The Runge–Kutta scheme with fourth-order accuracy in
time and the fourth-order central difference method for space
is employed to solve the Hall MHD equations. The size
of the simulation box is L x = 32 and Lz = 16. We use
1280×1280 grid points with a uniform grid size along the x
axis and a non-uniform grid size along the z axis. The smallest
grid size along the z axis is 0.001. The periodic boundary
condition is used in the x direction and the closed boundary
condition in the z direction. In the paper, we set S = 1000 and
b = 0.1 for all cases.
The tearing mode is initially triggered by a small
magnetic perturbation given by
dy = dy0 cos (px L x ) cos (pz 2L z )

Figure 1. Time evolutions of the normalized reconnection rates (gtA )

for (a) d i a =0.0, 0.2, 0.4, (b) d i a =0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0.

well known that fast magnetic reconnection can be achieved
by including the Hall effect in Ohm’s law. We show the
reconnection rates for the smaller d i a cases in ﬁgure 1(a)
and for the larger d i a cases in ﬁgure 1(b), respectively. In
order to show the difference in the reconnection rates for
different d i a, the reconnection rate for d i a =0.4 is plotted
both in ﬁgures 1(a) and (b). It can be clearly seen in ﬁgure 1
that the reconnection rate rapidly increases and quickly
reaches its peak as the ion inertial length d i a increases.
Particularly for the ion inertial length d i a =1.0, the maximum reconnection rate is even one order larger than that
without the Hall effect. These results agree well with that
from the previous Hall MHD simulations [11, 39, 40]. Thus,
different reconnection rates can be obtained by a change in
the ion inertial length.
Figure 2 shows the magnetic ﬁeld lines and current
density Jy at the time of the maximum reconnection rate for
d i a =0.2 and d i a =0.6. It is clear that the current sheet
in the reconnection region still remains elongated or as a
Y-type structure for the weak Hall case (d i a = 0.2), but in
the strong Hall case (d i a = 0.6), the current sheet length
shrinks and forms an X-type structure. Ma et al [40] found
that there exists a transition regime between d i a = 0.2 and

(10)

where dy0 = 0.01.

3. Simulation results
In our simulation, the magnetic reconnection rate g is calculated from [38]
g=

1 ¶
y r (t )
yr ¶t

(11)

where the ﬂux function yr is from the reconnection point.
Figure 1 shows the time evolutions of magnetic reconnection rates gtA for various ion inertial lengths d i a. It is
3
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d i a = 0.6 to divide the weak and the strong Hall regimes.
Below or above this regime, the peak reconnection rate is
squarely or linearly dependent on the ion inertial length,
respectively. A change in the magnetic ﬁeld geometry from
Y-type to X-type leads to a large increase in the reconnection rate.
Wang et al [30] have proposed a method to estimate the
magnitude of the Alfvén wave energy generated during the
magnetic reconnection process. The method contains two
steps: (1) select the spectral powers of the magnetic ﬁeld and
plasma ﬂow perturbations in Fourier space; (2) determine the
spatial distribution of the magnetic ﬁeld and the ﬂow perturbations after the inverse Fourier transformation. Since the
strength of the magnetic ﬁeld and the ﬂow velocity have a
symmetric structure but with the same or opposite directions
with respect to the x or z axis, the spatial distribution of the
Alfvén wave has a perfect symmetry and will be presented
only in a quarter of the simulation box. The distribution of the
Alfvén wave in the x component is obtained based on the
method shown in ﬁgure 3.
In addition, the Alfvén wave amplitude in the x component is much larger than in the z component [30] (the spatial

Figure 2. Magnetic ﬁeld lines and current density Jy at the time of the

maximum reconnection rate for (a) d i a = 0.2 and (b) d i a = 0.6.

Figure 3. Alfvén wave distributions in the x component in conﬁguration space at the time of the maximum reconnection rate for d i a =(a)
0.0, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.4, (d) 0.6, (e) 0.8, (f) 1.0.
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Figure 4. Detailed spatial distributions of the Alfvén wave in the x component, together with stream lines (red) and magnetic ﬁeld lines
(yellow) for (a) d i a =0.0, (b) d i a =1.0.

cases, the magnetic ﬁeld geometry in the reconnection region
tends to form an X-type structure, as shown in ﬁgure 2, and
the distributions of the Alfvén wave in the x component
become much broader. Also, the intensiﬁcation of the Alfvén
wave gradually becomes evident in the separatrix region as
d i a increases.
In order to understand, in detail, why the fast reconnection leads to the resulting spatial distributions of the
Alfvén wave, we examine the fastest reconnection case
(d i a =1.0). Figure 4 shows the detailed spatial distributions of the Alfvén wave in the x component, together with
stream lines (red) and magnetic ﬁeld lines (yellow) for (a)
d i a =0.0, (b) d i a=1.0. It is clear that the region with a
strong Alfvén wave perturbation corresponds to the region
where both the magnetic ﬁeld lines and the ﬂow streaming
lines are not only bent, but are also nearly parallel. The
magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld perturbation and ﬂow
velocity are also crucial, which could not be given in
ﬁgure 4. For d i a =0.0, the Alfvén wave perturbation is

distribution of the Alfvén wave in the z component will not be
presented in the paper). It should be pointed out that for small
Alfvén wave perturbation, i.e. ∣DB∣  B0 , the main components of both magnetic ﬁeld perturbation and plasma velocity
are usually perpendicular to the background magnetic ﬁeld.
But for magnetic reconnection, magnetic ﬁeld perturbation is
comparable to or larger than the background magnetic ﬁeld in
the current sheet, ∣DB∣ ~ B0. Therefore, the main components
of both magnetic ﬁeld perturbation and plasma velocity for
Alfvén waves can be parallel to the background magnetic ﬁeld.
As discussed above, the distributions of the Alfvén wave
given in the left column of ﬁgure 3 are for the weak Hall
effect cases, while the results in the right column are for the
strong Hall effect cases. The spatial distributions of the Alfvén wave in the x components are mainly conﬁned in the
outﬂow region, which may be associated with the Y-type
structure of the magnetic ﬁeld lines in the weak Hall regime.
As the ion inertial length increases, i.e. for the strong Hall
5
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Figure 5. Time evolutions of the absolute changes in thermal energy (TE), kinetic energy (KE), Alfvén wave energy (AWE), and magnetic
energy (ME) for d i a =(a) 0.0, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.4, (d) 0.6, (e) 0.8, (f) 1.0.

the magnetic ﬁeld lines and stronger outﬂow co-exist in the
separatrix near the diffusion region. The gap region between
the diffusion region and the island, where there is no presence of Alfvén wave perturbation, corresponds to the
region in which plasma ﬂow velocity is perpendicular to the
magnetic ﬁeld.

absent or weak in the separatrix region and the region
around the reconnection point. This is because the perturbation of the magnetic ﬁeld is too weak, i.e. the magnetic
ﬁeld lines are almost straight in those areas. For d i a=1.0,
the Alfvén wave is larger near the diffusion region than in
the edge of the magnetic island because larger bending of
6
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in the reconnection region should be

The magnetic, thermal, and kinetic energies are deﬁned
as EB =

∬

B2
dx dz,
2

Eth =

∬

P
dx dz,
g-1

EK =

∬

rn 2
dx dz,
2

1
d (B2 (x , z , t ))
2
= ∣B (x , z , t )∣∣d B (x , z , t )∣
= ∣y (x , z , t )∣∣dy (x , z , t )∣
¶y (x , z , t )
= ∣y (x , z , t )∣ 
¶t
= ∣y (x , z , t )∣∣ {y (x , z , t )
⎡
¶y (x , z , t ) ⎤ ⎫
1
´⎢
⎥⎬
⎣ y (x , z , t )
⎦⎭
¶t

dEB,rec (x , z , t ) =

respectively. The total energy is approximately conserved
during our simulation, i.e. the relationship DEB = DEth +
DEK is satisﬁed, but the relationship DEB = DEth + DEK +
DEaw is not satisﬁed. The Alfvén wave energy contains both
magnetic and kinetic perturbation energy. The perturbation of
the magnetic ﬁeld and plasma ﬂow for Alfvén waves should
obey the Walen relation, as we brieﬂy mention in the paper
and as discussed in detail in [30]. Figure 5 shows the time
evolutions of the absolute total changes in magnetic energy
(DEB), thermal energy (DEth ), kinetic energy (DEK ) and
Alfvén wave energy (DEaw ) for different di. It is obvious that
the magnetic energy always decreases while the thermal
energy, kinetic energy, and Alfvén wave energy increase
during magnetic reconnection. In ﬁgure 5, the total changes in
the magnetic energy and thermal energy are almost the same,
which suggests that the magnetic energy is mainly converted
into thermal energy and only a small part of the magnetic
energy becomes the kinetic energy for the weak Hall cases.
As the ion inertial length increases, the gained kinetic energy
exhibits a large increase. In particular, for d i a =1.0, 15% of
the lost magnetic energy transfers to kinetic energy. This
indicates that the conversion rate from magnetic energy to
kinetic energy can greatly increase with an increase in the
reconnection rate.
We deﬁne the total conversion rate from magnetic
energy to Alfvén wave energy as gct = DEaw (t ) DEB (t ). It
is found that the time change of gct closely follows the time
evolution of gtA , as shown in ﬁgure 6. The slight lag behind
in time for gct is because the Alfvén wave associated with the
ejection of reconnected ﬂux takes several Alfvén times to
propagate from the reconnection region into the outﬂow
region. The good match in the magnitudes and time evolution of gct and gtA suggests that gct in the strong Hall
regime will also be much larger than that in the weak Hall
regime, which is associated with large enhancement of the
reconnection rate in the large Hall regime, as shown in
ﬁgure 1.
In order to investigate how reconnection rates inﬂuence
the generation of Alfvén waves, total conversion rates gct to
Alfvén wave energy from magnetic energy and reconnection
rates gtA at the peak reconnection time for different di are
given in ﬁgure 7. It is clearly shown that both peak conversion rates and peak reconnection rates increase with an
increase in the ion inertial length. The total conversion rate
linearly depends on the reconnection rate, gct = agtA. The
coefﬁcient α weakly depends on the ion inertial length and is
roughly equal to one.
We further examine the instantaneous conversion rate
gc (t ) = dEaw (t ) dEB (t ) to Alfvén wave energy from magnetic energy. Let dEB (t ) = dEB,rec (t ) + dEB,out (t ), where
dEB,rec (t ) and dEB,out (t ) denote the instantaneous decrease in
magnetic energy in and out of the reconnection region,
respectively. The instantaneous decrease in magnetic energy

= g (t ) ∣y (x , z , t )∣2 dt
= 2g (t ) EB,rec (x , z , t ) dt.

dt

dt

(12)

Since changes in the magnetic ﬁeld outside the reconnection region are closely related to a change in the magnetic
ﬁeld inside the reconnection region, we can assume that a
decrease in the magnetic energy outside the region has to
satisfy the same dependence on the reconnection rate, i.e.
dEB,out (x, z, t ) » cg (t ) EB,out (x, z, t ) dt , where c is constant.
Because the reconnection is a very small region, the total
change in the magnetic energy originates mainly from the
magnetic ﬁeld change outside the reconnection region. After a
space integration, we have a decrease in the magnetic energy
in unit Alfvén time dEB (t ) » cg (t ) tA EB (t ). In our simulation
DEB = ∣EB (t ) - EB0∣ is much smaller than EB0; we have
dEB (t ) » cg (t ) tA EB (t ) » cg (t ) tA EB0

(13)

where EB0 is the initial magnetic energy density. Indeed,
equation (13) is conﬁrmed by our simulation shown in
ﬁgure 8. Thus, we have
dEaw (t ) = gc (t ) dEB (t ) » cgc (t ) g (t ) EB0.

(14)

Figure 9 shows the instantaneous conversion rate and the
total conversion rate at the peak reconnection time for different di. It clearly indicates that the ratio of the instantaneous
conversion rate and the total conversion rate are nearly constant, i.e. gc gct » 1.2 at the peak reconnection time for different di. Thus, at the peak reconnection time, we have
dEaw = gc dEB » 1.2gct dEB » 1.2c (gtA)2 EB0.

(15)

Figure 10 shows the ratio of the converted Alfvén wave
energy in unit Alfvén time and [g (d i a ) g (d i a = 0)]2 with
and without the Hall effect, dEaw (d i a ) dEaw (d i a = 0)≈
[g (d i a ) g (d i a = 0)]2 , which clearly indicates that the
converted Alfvén wave energy from magnetic energy is
substantially enhanced with a stronger Hall effect.

4. Summary and discussions
The effect of reconnection rates on the conversion of Alfvén
wave energy from magnetic energy is systematically investigated
using the compressible Hall MHD model. Since the Hall effect
can largely enhance the rate of magnetic reconnection, a change
in the reconnection rate can be achieved by a change in the ion

7
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Figure 6. Time evolutions of the total conversion rate (gct ) from
magnetic energy to Alfvén wave energy (solid line with dots) and
reconnection rate gtA (solid line) for d i a =1.0.

Figure 9. The instantaneous conversion rate (gc ) (solid line with
squares) and the total conversion rate (gct ) (solid line with dots) at the
peak reconnection time for different d i a =0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, 1.0.

Figure 7. Total conversion rate (gct ) from magnetic energy to Alfvén

wave energy (solid line with dots) and reconnection rate (gtA ) (solid
line with squares) at the peak reconnection time for different
d i a =0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0.

Figure 10. Ratio of Alfvén wave energy in unit Alfvén time (solid
line with dots) and [g (d i a ) g (d i a = 0)]2 (solid line with squares)
at the peak reconnection time with and without the Hall effect for
different d i a =0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0.

energy increases as d i a increases. The simulation results indicate that the total conversion rate gct is approximately equal to the
reconnection rate, i.e. gct » gtA. This conversion rate shows a
large enhancement in the transition regime from a weak Hall
effect to a strong Hall effect. The larger conversion rate and the
broader distribution of the Alfvén wave energy in the larger d i a
cases are mainly due to the strong bending of magnetic ﬁeld lines
when Y-type structures change to X-type structures in the diffusion region. By examining the instantaneous conversion of the
Alfvén wave from magnetic energy, it is found that the ratio of
the instantaneous conversion rate gct and the total conversion
rate gc is roughly constant at the peak reconnection time for
different di, i.e. gc » 1.2gct. The converted Alfvén wave energy
in unit Alfvén time at the peak reconnection time dEaw »
1.2gtA dEB » 1.2c (gtA )2EB0. For d i a =1.0, the maximum
converted Alfvén wave energy in unit Alfvén time is over 50
times larger than that without the Hall effect.
As given in table 1, d i a is much larger than one in most
space and laboratory plasmas, which suggests that the Hall

Figure 8. Time evolutions of the instantaneous decrease in magnetic
energy in unit Alfvén time (solid line) and reconnection rate gtA
(dash line) for d i a =1.0.

inertial length. The converted magnetic energy in unit Alfvén
time dEB is proportional to the reconnection rate (gtA ),
dEB » cgtA EB0. It is further found that the total conversion rate
gct from the decreased magnetic energy dEB to Alfvén wave
8
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effect should not be ignored and will strongly accelerate
magnetic reconnection. From the relation of the converted
Alfvén wave energy in unit Alfvén time and reconnection rate
dEaw » 1.2c (gtA )2 EB0, we can argue that there can be a larger
percentage of magnetic energy transferred into Alfvén wave
energy during fast magnetic reconnection. In conclusion, the
Hall effect with a large ratio (d i a ) of ion inertial length and
the Sweet–Parker current sheet thickness can substantially
enhance the rate of magnetic reconnection and the generation
of Alfvén waves in solar-terrestrial plasmas.
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